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- Remote Access Trojans Win32/CCleaner RAT. There is a
remote access trojan operating inside the Win32/CCleaner
installer. Category:Malware Category:Computer network
securityQ: How to get around using getElementById() in a

JavaScript file when running Node.js server-side? I would like to
make an expressjs API that returns JSON objects. In one of the
methods that returns a JSON, I would like to do something like
this: var view = function(req, res){ var stuff = {}; stuff.var1 =
"abcd"; stuff.var2 = "xyz"; return stuff; } But, I realized that

getElementById() can't be used server-side (due to security). In
fact, I have been looking at various solutions and the only solutions
I see are: 1) Use server-side JavaScript and server-side Node.js to

render the HTML 2) Use a client-side templating engine like
mustache.js 3) Use something like Meteor Is there any solution out

there that doesn't use these methods, but still allow me to access
variables directly? A: If the variables you are using are defined as

globals, and are not accessible as instance properties, you can
always use the global context to access them: var stuff = {}; var

var1 = "abcd"; var var2 = "xyz"; console.log(global.var1);
console.log(global.var2); However, this is most likely not what you
want in a general case. If you need to access a global variable from
inside your server-side code, you should probably use a server-side
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module like node-env to retrieve it as an environment variable: var
ENV_variable = process.env.VAR_GIVEN_TO_ENV;

console.log(ENV_variable); Jessica Estepa USA TODAY
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